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according to lenovo, the companys second-quarter net profit rose 59% to 59 billion yen ($560
million) from a year earlier on strong demand for mobile products and gains at its north american

operations. net sales climbed 13.3% to 6.94 trillion yen ($64.5 billion). the company has announced
plans to sell its mobile business to motorola. as part of the deal, lenovo will receive a 7 billion dollar

cash payment and motorola will take a 17.6% stake in the combined company. lenovo should be
able to count on moto for a strong ecosystem of software, apps and services, on which it can build a

platform that will have an edge in the increasingly competitive smartphone market. the lenovo-
motorola partnership will have all the benefits of an integrated business, including our ability to

better focus on our respective strengths and eliminate duplication of resources, and the potential to
deliver more timely updates to our customers. his phone was born out of a deep-seated desire for

customized options that would actually benefit me and my family, said motorola ceo omar rahim. we
want to make sure that we bring the moto customer experience across all of our devices. with its

earnings, lenovo has become the top smartphone maker by shipments for the first time, according to
data from research firm idc. it also began a roll out of its moto acquisition, which included the

unlocking of the cell service provider for its phones. reuters lenovo had previously said it would
invest at least $3 billion more in motorola, which has struggled to match its vendors huawei and

samsung. the deal, announced in december, was made public in january.
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while it can look good, the vibe ui
(and i am not talking about the

homescreen icon pack) lacks that
sense of personality. the device
takes on a corporate feel, and a
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consistent feel, and this is
something that could be reflected
in the ui and the way it looks on
the device. i had a job interview
recently where the company was
trying to get me to put down the
tasks i had done on my lenovo

vibe k5 a6020l36. however, it was
a bit of a challenge because i had

made sure to hide away the
bloatware apps the way lenovo

had done with their rom. as
expected, i had seen a lot of

comments on the web related to
their move to remove the

bloatware. and, i am sure that a lot
of people must be considering it

seriously. well, let me tell you that
this is definitely a move in the
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right direction that can only
benefit users. luckily, like a few

others before me, i have the
lenovo vibe k5 a6020l36

supported stock firmware for the
default bootloader and the unlock
key, so i was able to fix this issue

while keeping the firmware
bloatware free. well, if you want to
know how to install the stock rom
on your lenovo vibe k5 a6020l36,

here is all the information that you
will need. by the way, i have not

included the method to update the
rom, i will be discussing this in the

next part of this tutorial series.
once you have downloaded and

installed the magisk channel app,
you are ready to root your lenovo
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vibe k5 a6020l36. after all, you are
dealing with a model that has a
different baseband version from

what the ruu would contain. if you
follow everything correctly, the
process will run without a hitch.
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